Abstract-This paper presents a new method to generalize strategies in order to control parameters of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). A learning process establishes the relationship between optimal quality parameters and diversity, and simplifies control to just one variable, highly correlated with Exploration/Exploitation Balance, in such way that strategies can be defined in more abstract terms. The acquired knowledge is expressed in a simple fashion that helps the user to understand internal mechanics of EA. The model is built after a careful example gathering and encoded in Fuzzy Logic Controllers.
I. INTRODUCTION Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are metaheuristics inspired by natural evolution that manage a population of candidate solutions, making them evolve by applying several operators, typically mutation and crossover, in order to find a sufficiently acceptable solution to complex problems. EAs have been widely used to solve optimization problems in various application domains. Most of the time, these algorithms involve several parameters whose setting is difficult to achieve, in order to benefit from optimal computational performances. Controlling these parameters properly is an important issue, since they strongly influence the balance between exploration and exploitation that finally determines the successful examination of the search space: if exploitation is excessive premature convergence occurs, while if exploration is too sparse, the algorithm becomes inefficient.
Moreover, standard EAs offer only a limited efficiency when tackling specific problems, reason why ad-hoc operators are needed most of the time. These operators are often controlled by parameters, even in its more elemental way of probability of application. The influence of those parameters over the previously mentioned Balance between Exploration and Exploitation (EEB) is a priori unknown, and knowledge about it is often acquired across computationally expensive sets of experiments.
We present an approach to characterize EEB by means of genotypic diversity: On one hand, if exploitation is intensive, individuals will tend to concentrate in the higher fitness zones so diversity will be low. On the other hand, if exploration is highly used, individuals will be dispersed in the search space, and diversity will increase. Even though there are some cases where this observation is not exact (e.g. EAs with small populations on highly multimodal problems), diversity appears generally as a good measure to express EEB.
Control schemes often rely on specific rules to control a particular parameter. This makes impossible to use the acquired knowledge in algorithms with different operators: Knowledge is not exportable because it is not expressed in general terms.
In this paper we propose a method to encapsulate the complexity of controlling multiple unknown-behavior parameters in a general way. This allows us to define EEBbased control strategies, that are simpler to understand and susceptible of being applied over a wide range of EAs. The basic assumption is that any particular combination of parameter produces values of diversity and quality that can be identified during a training phase. This information is used to determine combinations of parameter's values which produce both a given level of diversity and high quality populations. Later a table that maps several levels of diversity to optimal parameter values is built to be used during normal search. Since analytic models which relate diversity and quality with parameters are unknown, Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) are used, taking advantage of their property of universal approximators. Training, learning and control are all performed in a single run. This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes existing methods to control EA's parameters, section III and IV presents our approach and experimental results respectively, and finally section V draws conclusions and future work perspectives.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Control Strategies
Several strategies have been proposed to control EA parameters. In [1] , a broad number of strategies are reviewed and classified according to the taxonomy of figure 1. In this classification, parameter setting strategies are divided in two main sets: those that fix parameters for the whole run before the run, and those those that change their values during the run. In the first group the important task consists in finding universal recommended values, mainly for Fig. 1 . Taxonomy of parameter control proposed by Eiben et al. [1] standard binary representations. In the second group, divided according to how the adjustment is achieved, three branches are identified: deterministic, adaptive and self-adaptive. Deterministic control changes the parameters values by using a deterministic rule, usually in relation with the number of past generations. Adaptive control modifies parameters according to the current state of the search. Finally, parameter modification in self-adaptive control is performed by coding parameters inside individuals and make them evolve: if parameters are suitable, individuals will have good fitness, and therefore both of them will survive.
Almost all studies aims to control specific parameters, with just some exceptions. In [2] a statistical method is used to measure relevance and to calibrate the parameters of an EA, for which 1000 executions of a secondary EA (used to find the parameters) are made. An adaptive genetic algorithm is presented in [3] , where the relationship between state measures and parameters is established by either using two populations or measuring example's fitness in order to build control rules. A dynamic control of operator's application rate is presented in [4] , where parameters are awarded according to their past performance.
The integration of different fields of Artificial Intelligence has led to new kinds of control approaches. One of these approaches involves Fuzzy Logic, where Fuzzy rules are used to set parameter's values based on performance measures [5] . The approach presented in this work is based on this mixture, but applies Fuzzy Logic not to control but to modeling behavior.
B. Fuzzy Logic Controllers
Fuzzy Logic is an extension of classic boolean logic. In boolean logic, a sentence is either absolutely true or false, while FL admits an infinite number of levels of truth that are expressed by a membership function with values ranging from 0 (false) to 1 (true). FL may better express imprecise notions such as "cold", "far" or "slow".
One of the most useful applications of FL are Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) [6] , [7] , also known as Fuzzy IF-THEN systems, Fuzzy rule-based systems, Fuzzy Associative Memory, or Fuzzy Inference systems. FLCs permits to infer answers from rules such as "IF car speed is high AND road is dry, THEN risk is medium". Figure 2 shows the general structure of a FLC. The first step is the transformation of crisp input (real numbers) to their corresponding fuzzy expression. Then, an inference engine obtains the fuzzy output based on fuzzy rules, and at last, fuzzy output is translated into a crisp output thanks to the defuzzifier. There are several variants of the "standard" FLC described above, known as Mamdani. The mode in which logical operators are defined and the defuzzification method vary depending on the needs. A particular FLC used in this work is known as Takagi-Sugeno [8] . In these controllers, output variable is not expressed in a fuzzy way, but directly by a function of input values, thus defuzzification is not necessary.
FLCs are commonly based on human expert knowledge, which is often expressed by rules. However, when this knowledge is unavailable or unreliable, rules could be extracted from experimental data. Since FLCs are universal approximators of continuous functions [9] they act as modeling tools that express the output w.r.t. inputs. A pioneer work applying Mamdani FLCs was proposed by Wang and Mendel [10] , on which many of the following methods are based. Costa and Dente [11] have studied the effects of noise and the quality of examples in the generation of Mamdani FLCs, pointing out that Wang and Mendel's method, which uses just a few examples to create FLCs, is vulnerable to noisy data.
III. A NEW APPROACH FOR EA CONTROL
Every time a user wants to study a new EA operator, in order to understand how it affects the search, she/he acquires a knowledge that is often expressed in terms of rules to apply it. The learning process, generally a long set of experiments using the algorithm with different parameters values, is however not included in the algorithm itself: It's not the algorithm that learns, but the user. For the purpose of release her/him from this task it is necessary to include her/his role in the algorithm. In order to control the EEB, we have used a model to capture the relationship between parameter's values and diversity. In this context, genotypic diversity is considered as a measure of dissimilarity between encoded individuals in the population. Since populations with same level of diversity may vary in term of quality, a model to link parameters and quality is also required. Quality is considered in terms of the mean fitness function of individuals of the EA being controlled. We have chosen FLCs to store the models because of their ability to represent any function shape if they have the necessary complexity.
Our algorithm is divided in two phases: Learning and Control. The controller algorithm has been designed to be as independent as possible from the EA: this would enable an easy implementation in any EA with a minimum effort. In this scheme, communication between EA and Controller is reduced to the following, at each generation:
• EA provides the controller with observed diversity, mean and best fitness.
• Controller assigns new values for EA's parameters, decides the reinitialization of population and the ending of the search. Our control method differs from existing ones in several aspects. First of all, is not merely a controlling method, since it includes the learning process aimed to discovering the best combinations of parameter's values. A priori knowledge of parameters behavior is then not needed. By considering separately learning form control, the user can get information of interaction between parameters by looking at FLCs and tables issued from Learning phase (see section III-C). The fact that the complexity is encapsulated allows the design of "human-level" strategies, using EEB concepts instead of parameter's values. From the performance point of view, this method has the advantage of being executed in a single run, and not in several. Finally, the implementation of this method does not require a particular architecture (multiple populations, parameter encoding into individuals, etc.) so it can be easily adapted to EAs that were not been expressly designed for being controlled.
A. Challenges
During the Learning phase three main problems arise: dimensionality, inertia and noise. Dimensionality is related to the fact that the amount of examples to be generated depends exponentially on the the number of controlled parameters. Inertia is related to the resistance to the change of diversity and mean fitness values between consecutive generations. Here, we understand noise as the short-term variation product of random operators that induce inaccuracy in modeling. During Control phase the main challenge is how to control diversity in order to exploit correctly the search space and escape from local optima. The following subsections describe in detail these two phases and how those problems have been tackled.
B. Learning Phase
There are 4 subphases in Learning:
• Example production in which learning examples for every fuzzy partition combination are generated.
• Modeling where diversity and quality FLCs are built, based on the examples collected earlier.
• Refinement in which new examples are generated to fine-tune the model. These examples are concentrated in the most promising areas identified during the previous subphase.
• Releasing where all examples are used to build the definitive model and it is released to be used during control phase. By far, Example production is the most delicate subphase because inertia and noise make difficult to take representative measures of diversity and fitness. We propose several techniques to mitigate these problems. The first one focuses on avoiding the influence of initial population, since a premature example gathering would include the natural initial fitness improvement and high levels of diversity that have nothing to do with parameters currently used. Therefore, a number of generations is ignored at the beginning of the search. Inertia effects are shown in figure 3 , where the 2-parameter search space has been divided in a 4x4 coarse grid (shown in the base of the graphic), and all examples of one cell have been produced before passing to the next. Even generating examples in a close area, the effect of inertia, that flats diversity measures, can be appreciated (the surface should be continuous). In order to avoid this situation, the training grid must be fine enough. We have defined a grid in function of fuzzy partition of FLC's input variables. The intersection of all parameter's partitions define what we have called influence areas. These areas are divided by a factor of fineness called fin. Figure 4 shows a fuzzy partition of a parameter partition and influence areas for two parameters divided by fin = 3. In order to avoid abrupt changes in parameters that would increase the undesirable effects of inertia, we have defined a visiting order called smooth, where only one parameter value is modified in a minimal amount each time. Figure 5 shows examples for 2 and 3 parameters in contrast with classical "nested loop" visiting order.
Even using smooth paths, some parameters changes more often than others. Since some operators have a stronger influence over diversity and quality, it seems advisable to put them in the outer positions (those that change less often) so that the variations of their values were as small as possible. The data collected inside an influence area is used to build the corresponding rule in the FLC. Since the data from a particular influence area are collected discontinuously, "escapes" product of noise have a smaller influence.
Since diversity is not enough by itself to apprehend good parameter value's combinations, a FLC for fitness is built in the same way that as for diversity. However, note that consider instantaneous quality is unfair for some operators, for instance mutation, which induces an immediate worsening of fitness to escape from local optima to later find a better solution. Mutation is not a short-term operator. In order to consider long-term effects of such operators the mean fitness is corrected by assigning an exponentially-descending weighted average of their own values and the following ones. This method, previously used by Kee et al. in [3] , has also the advantage of reduce the noise. This correction causes, however, a bias in the appreciation of quality, since if the visiting order is characterized by a decreasing quality, corrected fitness will appear lower than real. To avoid that, an even number of visiting runs are made, shifting the sense every time, so that biases in both senses are mutually annulled.
Once examples are collected, the Modeling subphase takes place. A Takagi-Sugeno FLC with polynomials of order 1 is used. To obtain the coefficients of the polynomials of the rule corresponding to an influence area, the algorithm performs a multiple linear regression of the examples collected.
The idea of our control scheme is, given a desired level of diversity, set parameter's values with the higher quality possible. Since FLCs are of the form parameters → diversity/fitness, a great amount of parameter combinations must be created to first find -using Diversity FLC-which ones have the required diversity, and then -using Fitness FLCthe one with the higher quality.
If this process were performed during control phase it would produce a severe effect on algorithm performance. Therefore, the algorithm calculates optimal parameter values for diversities in a fine partition of its range during learning phase, and stores them in the so-called cache table, so computations are done only once.
At this point the model is ready to use, but preliminary experiments have shown that a Refinement of this model helps to set better values and achieves diversity more precisely. An additional set of examples is generated around the best values. This is achieved by restarting the population and running the algorithm normally, setting values of diversity all along the range that operators can produce, and assigning parameter values from the cache table including a normaldistributed error. Refinement is actually a period of "beta testing" in order to adjust parameter values obtained during modeling. As for example production subphase, first generations are discarded to avoid side effects of initial random population.
The Releasing subphase consists in taking all examples generated and rebuild the model in the same way that modeling does. The new cache table is obtained from Learning phase to be used by Control.
C. Analysis of FLCs and Diversity Cache Table
One of the advantages of handling separately learning and control is that the information automatically obtained in the former could be used to better understand the behavior of associated operators in the context of algorithm execution. This is a very valuable information, since joint operator behavior is rarely known.
In order to test our approach, we have chose the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP, see section IV-A). Figure 6 shows diversity and mean fitness FLCs obtained during a run on a QAP instance with two parameters that controls the probability of application of two operators: Exchange mutation (exch-mut), which is a standard mutation who exchange two facilities randomly, and remake (rmk), which is a reparing operator that deletes four facilities randomly, and assigns the lower-cost combination of them in liberated locations.The values of the cache table are projected over Diversity FLC surface.
Several conclusions could be obtained by analyzing both FLCs and cache table. Looking at FLCs, we note that exchmut has a much bigger positive impact over diversity than rmk, but also a negative impact over mean fitness, as usual in mutation operators due to their disrupting properties (in this problem, fitness values are negative because they corresponds to negative-cost). rmk has a comparatively medium effect over diversity, but a better behavior over mean fitness, what is clearly appreciated for high levels of mutation, where rmk fixes the disrupted individuals that exch-mut produces. Here we can observe a cooperative effect: exch-mut raises diversity to levels outside the reach of rmk operator alone, and rmk mitigates the disruption caused by exch-mut. Looking at these surfaces, it is possible distinguish "good" from "bad" diversity: equal diversity areas have however clear fitness differences.
Looking at cache table we found that for diversity values between 0 and 0.4, the control algorithm gives a higher application probability to rmk. That is because rmk is able to produce the desired diversity without loosing quality. Just when diversity is higher than 0.4 the only option is to raise exch-mut to increase diversity. Obviously quality decreases as diversity rises, since these two measures are roughly inversely related, however, quality decrease is the smallest possible. The teethed appearance of lines in the cache table is due to the fact that candidate points are aligned in a rectangular grid, thus a diagonal displacement produce a zigzag, that could be flattened by using a denser grid, an hexagonal grid, or postprocessing the values in table.
Several control decisions can be taken by looking at this table: if two parameters were complementary (i.e., their sum over all values of diversity stands roughly the same) they can be replaced by a single parameter and a rule to obtain the value of one from the other. If there were a parameter with a somewhat flat line on cache table, it could be eliminated from the control, and fixed in the proposed value. In case that parameters determines the application of probability of operators, some algorithm design decisions can be taken: if its value were closer to 0, the corresponding operator could be deleted. If two or more parameters had similar behavior on the cache table, corresponding operators could be merged into a single one.
The method presented in this work unfolds its whole potential for 3 or more parameters, where the example production, FLC construction, and optimal values search becomes unmanageable by hand, but are easily handled by this method. By the analysis of FLC surfaces, and mainly by looking at cache table, it is possible to get a deeper understanding of dynamics of the EA, and therefore how to better improve it.
D. Control Phase
By modeling diversity and quality w.r.t. parameter values, control strategy can be expressed in a language that is closer to EEB than control methods nowadays. The issue is then to manage diversity in order to escape from local optima and to better exploit promising areas. We have implemented a simple heuristic that considers several criteria. The first one is to start with a high level of diversity and then decrease it in a "first explore then exploit" fashion, inspired by other heuristics such as simulated annealing. Thus a series of intermediate descending levels will be commanded to the EA. A predefined number of generations will be executed at each level, which will be extended in case of finding an historical improvement. The second criterion has to do with escaping from local optima. After the algorithm has performed the descending steps of diversity, this one is raised to its maximum value, in order to escape from local optima. The third criterion comes from the work of Ursem [12] and consist in oscillating values of commanded diversity around nominal level. This has an effect of local exploration/exploitation and also helps to better stabilize the control. Note that all the criteria stated above are generally applicable to most EAs.
IV. VALIDATION
Since our approach deals separately with modeling and control, validation process will be twofold. In one hand the model must be able to set parameter's values to achieve the desired diversity with the higher possible fitness. In the other hand Control must be able to guide the search to obtain good values. We have tested an EA over several instances of QAP. The interest is not to be competitive on this particular problem, but to compare performances of three control scenarios: 1) Adaptive parameters, including the learning process into the same run 2) Fixed parameters to obtain a fixed diversity 3) Fixed parameters, modifying lightly the parameters used in (2) to simulate hand-made setting. Fixed parameters and hand-made simulation were produced by taking the best-fit cache table from adaptive experiments. In hand-made a random error was added to parameter settings in such a way that mean error on all parameters were 0.1, so massive and fair comparisons can be performed.
A. Quadratic Assignment Problem
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem that can be stated as follows: Consider two matrices A = (a ij ) n×n and B = (b kl ) n×n and a mapping function Π. The goal is to find a permutation p i = (π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n)) that minimizes:
This problem was formulated by Koopmans and Beckmann [13] for a facility allocation problem, in which a set of n facilities with physical flows between them (matrix A) must be placed in n locations separated by specified distances (matrix B). The goal is to minimize the flow × distance of overall system.
A set of 38 medium-size instances, obtained from the QAPLIB repository 1 , was selected to test the algorithm, covering instances from all families.
B. Test System 1) Evolutionary Algorithm:
The individuals are coded as permutations. Population size is fixed in 100 individuals and three operators are applied: standard exchange mutation, that simply interchange two allocations randomly, cycle crossover [14] , that preserves the absolute position of allocations from parents to descendants, and a specialized operator called remake that randomly erases four allocations, try the 4! possible reconstructions and chooses the best one. A set of 15 runs of 12.000 generations (learning not considered) have been performed for each problem and scenario. This great amount of generations, that can seem excessive, was defined to observe how definitive is premature convergence on fixedparameter scenarios.
2) Controller Parameters: 2.000 generations has been ignored at the beginning of Example production and Refinement subphases. Parameter's value range has been divided into 4 fuzzy partitions and subdivided with fineness of 3. Within each partition of fineness, 5 generations has been executed. During Refinement, diversity descends and mounts linearly during 800 generations each one.
During Control phase, 300 generations were sequentially produced for diversity levels of 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2. If an improvement to the best solution is found, generation counter is reset. Once finished, the control commands a period of pure exploration at maximal diversity without oscillation during 200 generations. After that, diversity descends again as explained before.
C. Modeling Results
The objective of modeling is to set the optimal values to obtain both desired diversity and maximal fitness. Figure 7 shows a run on instance lipa40b. Figure 7(a) shows values of observed diversity (Div obs ) and fitness collected in Example production subphase. We have performed two visiting runs, with mutation as the outer operator in smooth. Note the V-shape of Div obs while mutation decreases and then increases. Smaller peaks are due the effect of other operators. follows commanded diversity (Div com ) well, except when fitness rises to unseen values during learning: note the first fitness peak and the consequent excessive decreasing in Div obs .
We have noted that some problems were not well modeled in all runs, producing Div obs much lower or higher than Div com . This failure could be explained by an insufficient number of collected examples for parameter combinations that produce intermediate values of diversity. A solution could be simply to increase the number of examples generated in each influence area, but this would cause an explosive To check if selected parameters are really producing optimal quality, we have analyzed the behavior of both fitness and diversity during the run. Figure 8 shows measures for 3 different scenarios on Esc32b: adaptive, fixed in 0.3 (f.3) and fixed in 0.7 (f.7). Fig. 8(a) shows that the mean fitness of f.7 cannot rise from the level of about -300 because of the high level of diversity imposed, shown in Fig.8(b) . Adaptive algorithm, however, rises roughly from -350 to -200, and finally near to -170, because diversity is moving as well (see Fig. 8(c) ). Scenario f.3 is more interesting because Div com of 0.3 is followed by Div obs until approximately generation 6000, when an important improvement is produced. Note that Div obs descends to level 0.2 showing that the model is less acute when unseen levels of quality are reached. Even if the model obtained was good enough to produce this improvement, the new homeostasis suggest that a correction of the model could be necessary to reach even higher levels of quality.
By comparing Fitness and Div obs of f.3 and f.7 we can observe that stability varies for different values of Div com . A possible explanation for this could be the following: consider that Div com has a high value and that there are a limited number of comparatively good quality zones in search space. Then, selection will have a strong role in decreasing diversity, while controlled operators will try to rise it. This would cause an instability in Div obs . On the contrary, if Div com is low there would not be a competition between operators, and Div obs would be more stable. For problems with a flatter fitness landscape all diversities would be stable, since the effect of selection would be softer. This theory implies that every problem would have a "natural" diversity level for which Div obs would be stable. We have not checked this hypothesis, thus a further analysis of correlation between fitness landscape and Div obs could be interesting.
D. Control Results
We have compared the adaptive scenario with fixed diversities using values of Div com ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. Hand-made simulation were based in the most successful fixed case (Div com = 0.5). 15 runs were executed for each scenario and problem. Table I shows the difference between solutions obtained from different methods: "a" stands for adaptive, "fX" stands for fixed in diversity X, and "hm" stands for hand-made simulation, e.g. column "a/f.4" shows the mean solution values of adaptive scenario minus those of fixed scenario with a diversity of 0.4. Negative solution comparisons are emphasized with grey cells.
Even when some runs on adaptive scenario were not well modeled and fixed runs were performed using parameters obtained from the best cache table obtained adaptively, it can be appreciated that adaptive overcomes fixed scenarios in most of the cases. Note that when fixed cases have obtained better results these are often associated to a specific level of Div com . Since this level is not known a priori, adaptive strategy has the advantage of trying several ones and find an advisable value. The number of generations needed to obtain solutions in all cases were similar (the difference was ±500 generations average). Hand-made simulation has a poorer performance compared with f.5 and mainly compared against adaptive. It must be considered that for the three parameters controlled here, Learning phase has performed less that 20.000 generations, taking a computational time comparable to an ordinary run. That implies a considerable saving of time compared to manual-based setting, unfolding this method as a valuable tool for the user.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method to control EA's parameters automatically that also helps to understand its internal behavior. This method is divided in two phases: Learning, where the behavior of parameters is analyzed, and Control, where parameters are controlled by a single parameter -Diversity-which is closely related to the abstract concept of Exploration/Exploitation balance. This method was used to control parameters that define operator application rates. Fuzzy Logic Controllers were used not to control parameters, like previous studies, but to model parameter's behavior. bur26a  3775  3674  -94  1240  4258  3535  3629  bur26b  4507  5584  260  -1177  3079  29  -231  bur26g  18586  2419  248  899  2031  4761  4513  bur26h  5726  9145  -2963  -2895  -2762  -1861  1102  chr12a  169  97  26  145  0  109  83  chr18b  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  chr20c  2489  1433  1169  1025  416  1536  367  chr25a  233  -25  -16  127  310  222  238  els19  210958  237618 544780  66224  48804  268840 -275940  esc32a  3  -3  -2  3  9  4  6  esc32b  7  1  -2  -1  16  7  9  esc64a  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 -2275  6009  8897  tai20b  184731  147785 258624 108484  7889  223635  -34989  tai40a  6002  24515  42463  57622  72502  81518  39055  tai40b 11115573 3559361 3468146 2206229 4025922 7795608 4327462  tai60a  101231  142440 172453 201737 236784  237012  64559  tai60b 18572534 27453621 2919826 4387212 8811891 20850763 17930937  tai64c  4315  4509  4271  1914  2906  1777  -2494  tho40  -394  -296  2789  5283  8319  9298  6509  wil50  209  199  113  376  585  1059  946   better  30  25  24  29  30  34  30  equal  3  4  4  4  5  3  3  worse  5  9  10  5  3  1  5 Since models are obtained from a few generations and not from several runs, reasonable computing times were observed. Considering modeling independently from control offers an opportunity to understand the effect of different parameters, even those related to unknown operators, over the search and between them. Satisfactory experimental results suggest that our approach would be a valuable tool for the user. Some work still remains in order to have a real parameterless method. During modeling, the number of examples taken from each combination of parameters is one of the most influential variables. Probably by analyzing the behavior of both diversity and fitness in a preliminary phase could help to better estimate this value.
Another possible improvement would be to better estimate the quantity and position of fuzzy partitions for each parameter and problem, in order to place them in the zones of biggest change to produce a denser set of examples in the most interesting areas.
Probably the most important contribution of this work is to open the possibility to express control strategies by highlevel criteria, such as the balance between exploration and exploitation. This criteria could be interchangeable between problems that use different operators and parameters. One future direction is the proposition of generic control strategies.
When the search reach unseen fitness values the effect of parameters over diversity changes. Further studies are needed to decide whether the model is still useful or not, and how to modify or remake it.
Dimensionality remains a disturbing problem. If the same operators are used in similar problems, there is a chance of constructing an analytical model and reduce the number of experiments by means of Design of Experiments.
If parameters defines operator's application rates, the automatization of cache table analysis can lead to automatic parameter evaluation, thus they can be created (e.g. by genetic programming) and evaluated without human intervention.
Finally, this method could be extended to other metaheuristics and be applied to other problems.
